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I. Opening Devotion

A. The Forever Tree


II. Introduction and Purpose

A. Ground Rules: Agree to disagree/stop me if you have questions

B. Traditional Interim Process


1. Space for grief

2. Introspection


a) Three Questions

(1) Who are we?

(2) Who is our neighbor?

(3) What is God calling us to be/do?


C. I say, “traditional” because you engaged in a survey/data collection process 
with your Reference Team

1. That Reference Team has become the Transitional Team


a) They’re a team that helps me with the interim process

2. So, you have a body of data in your Reference Report that has been helpful 

to this process

a) I went through the report several times in order to find what might 

translate into the interim process

b) Before I get there, however, I want to share some thoughts as to where 

we are both as a people who follow Christ - the big “C” Church and as a 
congregation of the United Church of Christ


III. Canoeing the Mountains

A.  Leadership in changing, challenging and uncharted times


1. Metaphor of the Lewis and Clark expedition 

a) Co-lead a Corps of Discovery to find a waterway to the Pacific Ocean

b) Had maps to the headwaters of the Mississippi 

c) The firm belief that once they reached those headwaters and crested the 

hill, they would find a waterway that simply flowed to the Pacific

(1) That’s not what they found

(2) As he stepped off the map into uncharted territory, Meriwether Lewis 

discovered that what was in front of him was nothing like what was 
behind him, and that what had brought him to this point in the journey 
would take him no farther. Lewis faced a daunting decision: What 
would he do now? 


(3) Lewis and Clark and their Corps of Discovery were looking for a water 
route, but now they had run out of water. How do you canoe over 
mountains? 




(4) You don’t. If you want to continue forward, you change. You adapt. 
Meriwether Lewis looked at the miles and miles of snow-covered 
peaks and knew that to continue his journey he would have to change 
his entire approach. 


(5) The Church at its best has always been a Corps of Discovery!

(a) What has brought us this far will probably not take us any farther

(b) We have no “map” that will lead us forward


i) Generation or two ago - simply open a church and people 
came


ii) Now churches are marketed - they have a niche - they a 
specialized calling and/or quality that draws people to them


B. Everything we do as a church is in service to our Mission Statement 

1. How we organize, how we worship, how we reach out, EVERYTHING is in 

service to our Mission Statement 

2. What is our Mission Statement?


a) To Make God the Foundation of Everyday Living.

b) Is that still good?


(1) Not saying it isn’t - once while writing a Five-Year Strategic Plan 
someone asked what the mission statement was and we found out 
we had the cart before the horse


(2) So, perhaps we need to revisit that - does that encompass who we 
are (see what I did there? - that’s the first interim question!) 


(3) “To live up to their name, local churches must be continually moving 
out, extending themselves into the world, being the missional, 
witnessing community we were called into being to be: the 
manifestation of God’s going into the world, crossing boundaries, 
proclaiming, teaching, healing, loving, serving and extending the reign 
of God.”


(4) This will require us to change (devotional) 

3. Christian community is about gathering and forming a people, and spiritual 

transformation is about both individual and corporate growth, so that all —
together—participate in Christ’s mission to establish the reign of God “on 
earth as it is in heaven.” 


4. Change is difficult and change is hard

a) We protect what we cherish. Love drives us to hold on to what is dear 

and cling to what gives us meaning and life. But it is also because of love 
that we are willing to change. It is a great paradox that love is not only 
the key to establishing and maintaining a healthy culture but is also the 
critical ingredient for changing a culture …      … “You change the DNA of 
any living organism through birthing something new. The new birth won’t 
be all you or all them but a new creation, a new living culture that is a 
combination of the past and the future you represent.


b) Don’t Just Fix the Problem, adaptive change is not about finding the 
best-known or most-available fix to a problem, but instead adapting to 
the changing environment or circumstances so that new possibilities 



arise for accurately seeing, understanding and facing challenges with 
new actions.


IV. Pause here

A. Comments/Questions?


V. My reading of the Reference Team Report 

A. Present following 


1. Parts 1 & 2 (stop at Next Steps)


Dan’s “Reading” of the Reference Team Report
Reference Team 
Report/As it applies to 
the Interim process

Who are we? Who is our neighbor? What is God calling us 
to be/do?

Draws people to 
church?

• Value sermon/worship 
experience 


• Location

Children, youth, young 
adult

• Love the Sunday 
School program 

Becoming a 
Community-Centered 
Church 

• Open, inclusive 
welcoming to all 
people


• Allow “outside” 
events (e.g. non-
member weddings 
and funerals, etc.)


• More Outreach 

• Unified Congregation 

(internal healing) 

• Increase attendance & 

membership (Grow) 

• Intergenerational 

programming

• Small group ministries

Challenges 

Draw to FCC • Outreach/Mission 9% (15/167) 

• “Other “ category - Friendliness of Congregation 7% (12/167) 

Children, youth, young 
adult

• Middle/High school programming not as strong as CE programming

• Retaining youth after confirmation 

Becoming a 
Community-Centered 
Church 

• Internal Healing

• Become more open, inclusive and welcoming 



VI. Table Talk

A. Let’s start with some positive affirmations


1. Are there items here that you think have improved? 

2. What still applies?

3. Any other challenges that aren’t listed?


VII. Report back to the whole group

A. Insights?


VIII.Nest Steps

A. From above (Reference Team Report)

B. Again, are these still relevant?

C. What else might be Next Steps?

D. Transition Team will meet discuss our common gleanings from today and 

propose some further meetings/discussions/etc. and make a plan to continue to 
work through the interim process.


IX. Epcot Quote

A. I was in Disney World last week, which means I got to spend time on my very 

favorite ride, Spaceship Earth. For those who aren't familiar, it's inside the big 
silver ball at Disney's EPCOT Park, and you lurch about from animatronic scene 
to animatronic scene as Dame Judi Dench narrates a brief history of human 
communication. It's the best. It's also full of wide-eyed optimism about the 
future, which can be hard to stomach as we see so much suffering and violence 
across the world. But perhaps the times when such a message is most difficult 
to believe -- that the future can be what we make it, that we are at our best 
when connected and working together -- are the times that it is most important 
to hear. At the end of the ride, Dame Judi says "all of us can have a say about 
the kind of world we want to live in." It's hard work keeping that truth alive, but 
as both passengers and crew on our "grand and miraculous spaceship," it's our 
duty to steer toward a future worth being optimistic about.


X. Thanks for coming today!

General • Low attendance

• Low stewardship/giving

• Strained pastor/congregation relationship

• New pastoral leadership 

• Three major themes (bottom of pg. 3): 

• Fully welcoming 

• Increase attendance

• Work toward healing and uniting 

• How can you welcome folks or what are you welcoming them into if 

you don’t address this last bullet point? (Dan’s question)

Next Steps
• Heal Pastor/congregation relationship

• Understand the views of those under 55 

• Prioritize children, youth, and young families

• Rebuild trust
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